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We need your help! Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to Revolver. Or give the gift of Revolver—simply select the annual subscription
and select “This is a gift” on the next page. If you want to give extra during this critical time, you can make a one-time or recurring monthly donation
— whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation.

If ever there was a battle worth fighting, it’s the one over digital currency. Digital currency has become the most powerful tool on the planet, and here’s
why: it offers a neat and tidy way for a few powerful tyrants to control the masses with just the flip of a switch. Say something controversial about a
trans person on social media? Your social credit score could plummet, leading your bank to drop you, and suddenly you can’t buy groceries or pay bills.

Think that’s far-fetched? Think again. They’re already admitting that digital currency will be wielded as a weapon for mass control, and they’re not shy
about letting you know. As a matter of fact, Christine Lagarde, the current president of the European Central Bank (ECB) revealed that digital currency
will absolutely be used for control. And this very disturbing revelation happened all thanks to a prank.

Forkast:

European Central Bank (ECB) President Christine Lagarde recently fell victim to a prank call in which she unwittingly revealed that
Europe’s central bank digital currency (CBDC), the digital euro, will have a “limited amount of control.” In the video prank posted online
last month, a prankster impersonating Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky had a conversation with Lagarde.

Here’s some “fast facts”on the prank call and digital currency push from Forkast:

“We are considering whether for very small amounts, anything that is around €300 [or] €400, we could have a mechanism where
there is zero control, but that could be dangerous,” said Lagarde, recalling a previous terrorist attack in France that was believed to be
financed by rechargeable and anonymous credit cards.
Late last month, the European Union introduced new cash payment limits of €7,000 (US$7,645). The cap is lower in some member
states of the EU, such as €1,000 in France and Italy. The region also imposes restrictions on anonymous crypto asset transfers over
€1,000.
Lagarde also said in the video that the decision on the digital euro is expected to be made this coming October.
The prank call and its resulting revelations come amid a larger discussion about CBDCs and the role they may play in the future of
global finance. While some see CBDCs as a way to modernize and streamline financial systems, others have expressed concern about
the potential for government overreach and loss of privacy.
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., who recently filed to run for U.S. president in 2024 as a Democrat, shared his concerns on CBDCs via Twitter
on Wednesday.
“A CBDC tied to digital ID and social credit score will allow the government to freeze your assets or limit your spending to approved
vendors if you fail to comply with arbitrary diktats, i.e. vaccine mandates.” Kennedy’s verified account tweeted.
“The Fed will initially limit its CBDC to interbank transactions but we should not be blind to the obvious danger that this is the first
step in banning and seizing Bitcoin as the Treasury did with gold 90 years ago today in 1933.”
At least 114 countries are currently exploring CBDC developments, according to the Atlantic Council.

Watch what the shameless Lagarde had to say:
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Wall Street Silver
@WallStreetSilv · Follow

ECB President Christine Lagarde

CBDC Will Be Used For Control 
Cash transactions above 1,000 Euros already 
banned. Jail or fines if you are caught.

With CBDC Euro, there will be controls. Maybe 
transactions 300-400 Euros won't be controlled. 
Anything above will be.

Watch on Twitter

7:00 AM · Aug 18, 2023

10.9K Reply Share

Read 1.4K replies

And we’re not the only ones warning about the horrors of digital currency. Recently, Revolver published a powerful piece on Joe Rogan’s reaction to
digital currency, which was very simple: “That would be game over.” He’s right.

RELATED: Rogan says “No f**king way” to digital currency, “That’s game over”…

If there’s one thing we’ve learned, it’s that giving the left an inch means they’ll take 100 thousand miles. It always begins innocently, with promises of
how “easy” and “convenient” something will be — perhaps even impressing you with sleek, high-tech flair. But once they gain a foothold, you and
everything you say and do become beholden to a group of elites who can shut down your entire livelihood with just a flip of a switch. The digital
currency battle is a hill worth dying on — it’s that big of a potential game-changer.
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Alxrulz  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

That will eliminate gun and/or ammo purchases. Just a couple of many things the powers that be have control over. No thanks. People
will start to barter and trade and create their own off the grid communities.

 35  0

libsrnazi  

Reply •

− ⚑> Alxrulz

3 days ago

Once they have gained full control over larger transactions, they will strictly control your use of fuel, medical care, electricity,
and ability to travel beyond your neighborhood, with or without public transportation... Public transportation available only in
your neighborhood, with permits required to travel beyond your neighborhood... Literally every action monitored through
spending and other surveillance already in use...

⛺

 17  0

SIGN IT Salute Marine -Wingnut  − ⚑> libsrnazi

3 days ago

==
==
.................. MASSACHUSETTS HAS MADE A "RIGHT" FOR HOUSING OF HOMELESS FAMILIES AND THIS "RIGHT"
SUPERSEDES THE RIGHT OF THOSE WHO WORK AND EARN MONEY, FOR THE "HOUSING RIGHT" ---------------
SUPERSEDES THE RIGHT OF THE PERSON WHO EARNED THE MONEY TAKEN BY TAXES FOR THE HOMELESS
HOUSING RIGHT.
==
.................. TAXPAYERS HAVE LESS OF A RIGHT TO THE MONEY THEY'VE EARNED THAN THE "HOMELESS
PERSON" WHO ILLEGALLY ENTERED THE USA.
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Reply •

==
...................... LET THAT SINK IN.!!!
==
================= FJB AND ALL DEMOCRATS.

 12  0

libsrnazi  

Reply •

− ⚑> SIGN IT Salute Marine -Wingnut

3 days ago

Agreed, but always remember, the Republicans are NOT the opposition to the Democrats... Quite the
opposite...

 14  1

Tom Thumb  

Reply •

− ⚑> libsrnazi

3 days ago

Yes, Republicans are the opposite of Democrats.

Dems want silencing of opposition. Censorship of opposing opinions, war, illegal immigration, word and
thought police, gender study of children, sex reassignment at will, most immoral unnatural things in life,
force EV on society, fund crazy ideas, gun control, weaponizing the DOJ, Military, FBI Etc...the list goes on
and on...

Republican Politicians are not as devious as Democrat politicians, but most are RINO's and part of the
establishment Democrats have created over the past 50 years.

The Democrats I grew up with in the 60's are now considered right wing because we will not accept the new
Democrat Woke agenda.

 9  0

Kevin Kline  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom Thumb

3 days ago

RINO's are in it for the money, power. Dems are in it for the insane ideology.

 5  0

Flaviouscrispy  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom Thumb

3 days ago

If I were an Atheist, I would be a Democrat, believing that a better world is only possible by the efforts of
man. Being a Christian, I am a Republican, believing that everything belongs to God and is given to us to
promote His glory. Soon we will �nd out who's right.

 4  0

ki  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom Thumb

2 days ago  edited

;;.;'[-=-----\\]]].;.;,;.';,The ~"'-gl0balists- in the "-new w0rld 0rder'- are putting 'the -M-R"N-A vax' in your f00d you
need to do this ASAP,,
Visit......,,,....... http://wiresouth.com/hrt745rr
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libsrnazi  − ⚑> Tom Thumb

3 days ago
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Theodore Baxter  

Reply •

− ⚑> libsrnazi

3 days ago

It would be better said that most Republicans may not agree with this but will be too cowardly to �ght it.

 4  0

M Aurelius  

Reply •

− ⚑> Theodore Baxter

3 days ago

Republicans will ALWAYS let you down when it matters most.
The Uniparty is real.

 4  0

libsrnazi  

Reply •

− ⚑> Theodore Baxter

3 days ago

It would be better said that the Democrats are forging the way controlled by the deep state down a path or
road, and both parties are working in perfect harmony to make guardrails, so that path leads in only one
direction... Republican leadership play the controlled opposition, feigning opposition, all the while tearing up
the road behind so there is no going back on the radical gains made by the Democratic leadership... Both of
whom are working for the exact same foreign interests, and who's agenda is abhorrent to the constituents
of BOTH parties, and the USA as you and I envision it...

⛺

 1  0

M Aurelius  − ⚑> libsrnazi

3 days ago

It's past time for American Revolution II.

Burn it all down and go back to a Constitutional Republic.
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Betsy  

Reply •

− ⚑> libsrnazi

3 days ago

You are correct. They will control your every move. They will see that I pay a lot of money monthly for my sick
husband’s meds. They will cut me off �nancially to take my husband’s meds away…..since they want depopulation.

I can’t live this way. I am saved. God will rescue His children. ✝

 7  0

SWDC  

Reply •

− ⚑> libsrnazi

3 days ago

⛺

 3  0

Jason Ledd  

Reply •

− ⚑> Alxrulz

4 days ago  edited

Exactly, every system we use should to be "off the grid", especially our money. CBDC will completely wreck freedom.
Americans can, and should, use money which governments and banks do not control. Just start slowly.

Currently, that is gold, silver, and cryptocurrencies.

- Gold and silver are great as money, but not practical for payments over long distance. They're still useful to replace cash
transactions, and keep privacy, but mainly local use.
- Almost all cryptocurrencies, for example Bitcoin, Ethereum, just pick one, have a serious problem. Their blockchains can
show world how much you have, what you've been buying, and to whom you've been donating.

However, there are Privacy Cryptocurrencies which take care of this open-blockchain privacy problem, by keeping their own
blockchains invisible (true crypto), so your accounts and your business remain your business. Privacy Cryptocurrencies DO
NOT reveal your balances, or purchases, or to whom you donate. No one can even know if a transaction occurred, except buyer
and seller (so that all shall buy and sell, without the mark of the beast).

If government plans are to require us to use CBDC, then we may as well get accustomed to using Privacy cryptos. The CBDC
will become much too limiting to depend upon. Plus, our money will vanish, regularly, for all sorts of nonsense, aka more
government tax scams, endless.

Only 3 Privacy cryptocurrencies actually maintain privacy - Monero, Dero, and Pirate Chain.

Better get a little of each, just in case, because you are going to want extra privacy in very near future. Privacy will soon be
extremely valuable, especially if you need to buy, or sell something which government doesn't want you to buy, or sell, without
their beastly "mark". Also, blockchains (holding your data) should be considered eternal. They'll pick your bones for long time.

 5  0

Silverado  

Reply •

− ⚑> Jason Ledd

4 days ago  edited

https://ag.lode.one/ Check out LODE.One the future of money...

 0  0

Right Edge  

Reply •

− ⚑> Alxrulz

4 days ago

I agree... AND! what will really piss them off is that they won't be able to print their own money anymore(NO INFLATION) Let's
face it... It is NEVER going to come to this. This would be the end of dc being able to print their own money. I strongly doubt
that they will EVER give that up... until the eventual �nancial ruin.
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Kory Wannamaker  − ⚑> Right Edge
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Reply •

3 days ago

they wont have to print it anymore, just add ones and zero's to the right database .

 8  1

Tom Thumb  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago

ONE KEY STROKE TO CREATE MORE MONEY...No more worries about paying bills. They will simply remove your
digital money and fund another person's digital account.
Go illegals!!! Go welfare recipients, go unemployed, go anyone who votes Democrat.....no need to collect taxes
anymore, money will be free!!!

In the end...there will be �nancial ruin.

 3  0

Chumlee Mac Diesel  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago

Actually just the opposite, it will make it easier much easier.

 1  0

Sluggo  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago  edited

The entire idea of digital currencies is to have no actual cash, they’ll in effect decide how much or if you can have or
keep any at all. All you’ll have is a gubment issued credit card. Eventually your social security card will become your
only card capable of monetary transactions and will only work where they authorize it, based on your compliance to
their dictates. They’ll own you and every business, i.e the tyrants utopian communist state.

 0  0

Tom Thumb  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sluggo

3 days ago

Americans are on The Road to Serfdom.

 6  0

M Aurelius  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom Thumb

3 days ago

We have arrived.

 0  0

Betsy  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sluggo

3 days ago

It’s all over at that point. They will take all money away. We won’t be able to pay our house payment
anymore. There will be mass chaos in the streets by the people.

 3  0

john  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sluggo

3 days ago

Fascist state

 0  0

Peter  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

It's called the Tribulation, you can read how if unfolds in Revelation, the book where Jesus tells you the future.

 14  0

Betsy  − ⚑> Peter

3 days ago
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Reply •
Exactly. ✝ We are already seeing signs. De�nitely.

 5  0

Katherine  

Reply •

− ⚑> Betsy

3 days ago

What are the four horseman ?

 0  0

duke  

Reply •

− ⚑> Katherine

3 days ago

Read Revelation in the Bible, chapter 6. "The white horse, The black horse, the red horse, the pale
horse(death and destruction and followed by another horse whose rider was hell and they were given power
over the earth to kill with war, famine, disease and wild animals." I think were about there now,

 2  0

duke  

Reply •

− ⚑> Peter

3 days ago

Read your Bible. Jesus didn't say that. John, one of the 12 wrote Revelation while exiled on the island of Patmos.

 0  0

Peter  

Reply •

− ⚑> duke

3 days ago

Jesus told him what to write. John credits Jesus and not himself.

 1  0

Right Edge  

Reply •

− ⚑> Peter

4 days ago

oh for pity's sake. Do you really believe that God wrote that? Jesus... Fine. it is past time that YOU start providing material
proof of your beliefs. I am so sick of man pretending to be GOD. It is SO freaking old to me! God said this, God said that, Jesus
said... It all relies on a bunch of lying scumbags. DO I beleive in "God", absolutely. Do I believe that Jesus was the son of GOD?
Absolutely, the same as I am - and all the rest of you wither you accept it or not

 0  13

Kory Wannamaker  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago

yes, Jesus is the living word of God in the �esh.

Its coming, wake up.

"It also forced all people, great and small, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hands or on
their foreheads, 17so that they could not buy or sell unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the
number of its name." - Rev 13:16-17

 9  0

Tom Thumb  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago

Why are you angry?

 3  0

Richard_Wiggler  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom Thumb

3 days ago

Satan knows he looses in the end,
his time is short,
so yes, he's angry.
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Katherine  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom Thumb

3 days ago

He is angry about people saying that their own personal interpretation of the Bible is 100% true. Do you
know how many different personal interpretations of the Bible exist ?

 0  1

Peter  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago

John 14:9
Jesus said to him, “Have I been so long with you, and yet you have not come to know Me, Philip? He who has seen
Me has seen the Father; how can you say, ‘Show us the Father’?

 1  0

Chumlee Mac Diesel  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago

Is that you Hunter?? Asking for a fren.

 1  0

jabo54

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

BETTER HAVE SOME GOLD OR SILVER OR BETTER YET GO SELF DEPENDENT AND BE SELF RELIANT, EITHER WAY IT AIN'T LOOKING
GOOD.

 9  0

Right Edge  

Reply •

− ⚑> jabo54

4 days ago

You can't eat gold or silver & if you have gold or silver these buzzards will de�nitely come for anything you have to eat. When
that day comes... and I am pretty damned certain it will be soon, the people "holding gold and silver" had better be invested in
lead. PLENTY OF IT! we are now living through the fall of rome where semptus severus counciled his sons "... pay the troops,
nothing else matters." In other words, in order to maintain power... con�scate anything of value to pay your thugs to keep you
in power.

 3  0

Chumlee Mac Diesel  

Reply •

− ⚑> Right Edge

3 days ago

Lead will be the most valuable of all PM's stock up while you can.

 0  0

topperj  

Reply •

− ⚑> jabo54

3 days ago

https://www.moneymetals.com..... Nothing is safe from Government. 90 years ago.

 2  0

Theodore Baxter  

Reply •

− ⚑> jabo54

3 days ago

Do you actually think they will not con�scate other forms of currency? They want complete control. I guess bartering with gold
may be possible until they �nd out about it.

 1  0

El Gato Blanco

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

Christine Lagarde, Nazi Biatch.

 8  0

stephen(FJB)  − ⚑> El Gato Blanco

3 days ago
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Load more comments

Reply •

3 days ago

The entire WEF is pushing Nazism on a global scale. Resist as all cost.

 3  0

a�ant  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago  edited

Time for States to sanction their own currencies with the value of currency based on issuing State debt.

Red States win by default..

 7  0

Charles McRae  

Reply •

− ⚑> a�ant

3 days ago

four states are spraying gold on to a plastic �ber bill. They will be able to circulate, 1/2000, 1/200, 1/20 of an oz. some of
these bills can be purchased today. Utah is the only one I can't remember.

 1  0

a�ant  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charles McRae

3 days ago

Saw that 'goldbucks' in 4 states thing. Privately issued and 100% higher than spot on buy-in. Texas is moving toward
gold backed digital. Not a fan of digital, but buy low sell high could make the state rich, especially if they can get on
an international exchange and keep the feds nose out of it. 'Gold standard' always ends up the gubmint wants to
outlaw everyone's gold anyway..

 1  0

Jack  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charles McRae

3 days ago

It's not states making them it's a private company. However it's a good idea and is catching on.
Goldback.Com
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